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Abstract: Calorimetric experiments in space of the current and of the next generation measure cosmic
rays directly above TeV on satellites in low Earth orbit. A common issue of these detectors is the
determination of the absolute energy scale for hadronic showers above TeV. In this work, we propose
the use of the Moon–Earth spectrometer technique for the calibration of calorimeters in space. In
brief, the presence of the Moon creates a detectable lack of particles in the detected cosmic ray arrival
directions. The position of this depletion has an offset with respect to the Moon center due to the
deflection effect of the geomagnetic field on the cosmic rays that depends on the energy and the
charge of the particle. The developed simulation will explore if, with enough statistics, angular, and
energy resolutions, this effect can be exploited for the energy scale calibration of calorimeters on
satellites in orbit in Earth’s proximity.
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1. Introduction

Cosmic rays (CRs) are energetic particles and nuclei coming from outer space from
all directions with an approximately isotropic flux. The Moon, with an average diameter
observed from Earth of about 0.52◦, causes a directional depletion in the observed CR flux
observed from Earth’s vicinity. The shape and magnitude of the deficit observed in CRs
provide a measure of the pointing accuracy and angular resolution of the device used to
measure it. This methodology was proposed originally by Clark [1] and has been used
since in experiments measuring the extensive air showers (EAS) produced by high-energy
CRs interacting in the atmosphere: CYGNUS [2], Tibet-ASγ [3], CASA [4], HEGRA [5],
Tibet-III [6], ARGO-YBJ [7], HAWC [8], LHAASO [9], and GRAPES-3 [10,11]. Underground
experiments such as MACRO [12], SOUDAN-2 [13], L3+C [14], MINOS [15], IceCube [16],
and ANTARES [17] have also employed the Moon’s shadow observed in high-energy
muons coming from EAS for determining the detector’s angular resolution.

With enough angular resolution and statistics, the Moon’s shadow displacement in
CRs due to the deflection in the geomagnetic field can be measured. Observations of
the Moon’s shadow can be used for momentum and charge-based separation of CRs, as
originally proposed by Urban, et al. [18], as sketched in Figure 1. By observing the Moon’s
shadow as MACRO [19], L3+C [14], Tibet-III [6], ARGO-YBJ [7], and HAWC [8], the authors
estimated upper limits on the p̄/p ratio in CRs. The Moon’s shadow deflection dependence
from energy has also been used by EAS experiments to estimate the absolute energy scale,
such as in ARGO-YBJ [20] and LHAASO [9].

Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescope (IACT) experiments are able to distinguish
EAS induced by γ-rays and electrons and hadronic showers with good accuracy. This
separation has been used by IACTs such as ARTEMIS [21], MAGIC [22], and VERITAS [23]
that were able to derive upper limits on the p̄/p and on the positron fraction e+/(e+ + e−)
in CRs at TeV.
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Figure 1. The Moon causes a depletion on the CR flux observed from Earth’s vicinity. Furthermore,
the charged CRs are bent by the geomagnetic field, causing an apparent position displacement of
the Moon, as observed in the CR arrival direction at the satellite location. In the figure are defined
two angles used in this work: the angle α, i.e., the angular separation between the particle and the
Moon before entering Earth’s magnetosphere, is derived from the scalar product of the position
vector of the Moon and the position vector of the particle as observed at the entrance of the sphere
defined by the Moon–Earth distance; and the angle β, i.e., the magnetic deflection accumulated by
the particle traveling in the geomagnetic field from Moon distance to Earth vicinity, is derived from
the scalar product of the particle direction at the satellite location and its position vector observed at
the entrance of the sphere defined by the Moon–Earth distance. The angles α and β do not necessarily
lie on the same plane.

The CR Moon’s shadow has usually been employed in experiments measuring CRs
above TeV with indirect techniques. Nowadays, direct measurement of CRs from space is
reaching TeV energies thanks to large geometric factors, long exposure times, and extended
energy ranges. Examples of current and future CR direct measurement experiments in space
are AMS-02 [24], CALET [25], DAMPE [26], HERD [27], AMS-100 [28], and ALADInO [29].
In many cases, these experiments are based on a calorimetric approach, in which the energy
of the particle is evaluated by absorbing it in thick calorimeters. The measurement of
energy within calorimeters, especially for hadronic particles, requires careful calibration of
the energy scale [30]. Several techniques have been employed by space-born calorimeters
in space. A non-complete list includes:

• Particle Beams: the energy scale can be measured directly by studying the calorimeter
response to particle beams of known energy. This calibration is limited by the max-
imum energy achievable for particle beams, currently set at most at a few hundred
GeV [31].

• Geomagnetic Cutoff: in Earth’s magnetosphere, trajectories of particles with rigidity
below a given geomagnetic cutoff are forbidden. The geomagnetic cutoff depends on
satellite location and particle direction and can be calculated by tracing particles in
the geomagnetic field. However, the use of this effect to calibrate the energy scale is
limited by the maximum geomagnetic cutoff achievable in space, of the order of tens
of GeV [32].

• Cross-calibration: including in the experiment design other devices able to measure
particle momentum would allow for energy scale cross-calibration. Some possible so-
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lutions may include a magnetic spectrometer or a transition radiation detector [27–29].
This solution usually involves a higher degree of design complexity, often not viable
for experiments in space.

In this work, we will determine whether a space-born detector with an adequate angular
resolution and enough energy resolution would be able to observe the CR Moon’s shadow
and use it to evaluate the energy scale for protons in calorimeters in the multi-TeV region.

In Section 2, the simulation of realistic CR particles bent by the geomagnetic field and
detected by a realistic device is discussed. In Section 3, the effect of the Moon’s shadow
on the observed angular distribution is characterized using a high-statistics simulation. In
Section 4, the log-likelihood method used to estimate the energy scale is discussed and
applied to a simulated 5-year data-taking period, followed by a discussion in Section 5.

2. Simulation

For the sake of a realistic case, we consider a detector in orbit similar to the high-energy
cosmic radiation detection (HERD) facility [27]. HERD is a large-field-of-view, high-energy
cosmic ray experiment planned to be installed on the China Space Station (CSS) in 2027.
The HERD mission is based on a novel design of a highly segmented, homogeneous LYSO
calorimeter of 55 X0 (CALO). The CALO segmentation in 3 cm side LYSO cubes allows for
the reconstruction of 3D showers from all incoming directions. The large thickness of the
CALO will allow for measuring the energy of CRs up to 1 PeV. The CALO is complemented
by a series of detectors for particle identification installed on five sides (top and four sides),
enclosing it in a box. Its outermost detector, the Silicon Charge Detector, can identify the
absolute charge of the entering cosmic ray, separating precisely all cosmic ray chemical
species [33]. Globally, the experiment will have a field of view covering almost an entire
hemisphere with a geometric factor approaching 1 m2sr for protons [34].

Let us then assume for the following a test detector located on the CSS orbit, taking
data in a at least a 5-year mission, measuring particles arriving from the full hemisphere
tangent to the orbit, with an acceptance of 1 m2sr, an energy resolution of about 30%, and
an angular resolution of 0.1◦ [25–27].

To study the CR Moon’s shadow observed from this test device, a realistic simulation
has been constructed. The orbit of the CSS around Earth has been simulated using the Two-
Line Elements of the CSS orbit in the last two years (Predict: https://www.qsl.net/kd2
bd/predict.html accessed 30 March 2020, and CelesTrack: https://celestrak.org/ accessed
22 September 2022). The Moon orbit is simulated using analytic calculations [35].

For every second of real elapsed time, protons of different energies were generated at
the detector location on the CSS orbit isotropically inside the detector’s full field of view.
Each proton has been back-propagated, inverting the sign of its electric charge and arrival
direction, effectively simulating a particle moving backward in time in Earth’s magnetic
field up to the Earth–Moon distance. Back-traced protons falling into Earth or the Moon
are then removed. This procedure effectively simulates a flux of particles incident to our
detector isotropically generated at the Moon distance, including the depletion caused by
the CR Moon’s shadow.

The tracing is realized by solving the relativistic Lorentz equation of motion (x⃗(t), p⃗(t))
for a particle with mass m and charge q in a constant magnetic field B⃗:{

dx⃗
dt = p⃗c2

E
dp⃗
dt = qc2

E p⃗ × B⃗
, (1)

where E =
√

m2c4 + p2c2. Solver is based on a classic Runge–Kutta method [36] with
adaptive control of the time step size. During tracing, crossings of Earth or of the Moon
are checked with linear interpolation between the steps. The employed magnetic field is
the latest International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF-13) [37] that describes the main
component of the geomagnetic field caused by sources primarily inside Earth. The IGRF is a
set of spherical harmonic coefficients that are used in a mathematical model that represents

https://www.qsl.net/kd2bd/predict.html
https://www.qsl.net/kd2bd/predict.html
https://celestrak.org/
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an accurate description of the geomagnetic field based on current and historical data. A
slow secular time variation is present in IGRF, but this variation is completely negligible in
the time scale of the particle tracing. The back-tracing code has already been validated by
comparison with available online tools such as SPENVIS (https://www.spenvis.oma.be/
accessed 8 March 2022) and has been successfully employed in other applications [38].

The deflection angle β, defined in Figure 1 as a function of energy for the developed
simulation, is displayed in Figure 2. The average deflection has been fitted as a function of
E−1, following the expected behavior at the first order [39]. Long tails of the distribution
towards low values of the deflection angle correspond to the polar passages and can be
removed by requiring equatorial passages of the CSS within latitudes of |λ| < 20◦.
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Figure 2. The deflection angle as a function of the proton energy for the simulated satellite orbit. The
average deflection is inversely proportional to the energy. In particular, at about 3 TeV, the deflection
is similar to the Moon’s apparent size. The asymmetric tails towards small values of deflection are
due to satellite polar passages.

For each proton not shadowed by the Moon, a measured arrival direction and energy
are generated to simulate the particle as measured by our test detector. The arrival direction
is extracted around the true arrival direction with a Gaussian smearing of 0.1◦, while
energy is extracted with a Gaussian smearing of 30%. The “measured particle” is back-
propagated using the same procedure described above for the “true particle”, and the
measured deflection angle β̃ and the measured angular distance to the Moon α̃ are also
determined and used for the analysis. With this approach, the effect of uncertainties in the
calorimeter angular and energy resolutions are propagated to the angles of interest of this
analysis.

3. Analysis

To study the Moon’s shadow, the angle between the particle to the Moon after deflec-
tion subtraction z = 1 − cos α has been used. With a perfect angular and energy resolution,
the distribution of z should follow a Heaviside function with a step at the Moon’s angular
radius zMoon ∼ 10−5. Instead, the observed distribution of the measured angle z̃ = 1− cos α̃
is more similar to a sigmoid due to the combined effect of angular and energy resolutions.

To obtain the distribution of z̃ as a function of energy, a simulation in 30 energy range
bins from 100 GeV to 100 TeV has been carried out, with approximately 8 billion protons

https://www.spenvis.oma.be/
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generated for each energy bin. All particles have been back-propagated successfully
to the Moon–Earth distance. The events have been weighted with a weighing factor
dependent on the true energy E to reproduce the CR proton energy spectrum following
the parameterization developed in [40] using the latest CR measurements. With this high-
statistics sample, it is possible to observe the distribution fi(z̃) for each i-th measured
energy interval (Ẽi, Ẽi + ∆Ẽi). These distributions have been parametrized following an
effective model provided via the convolution of a box distribution, representing the Moon’s
shadow, and a Gaussian, representing the effective angular resolution:

fi(z̃) =
Ai
2

[
1 + erf

(
z̃ − µi√

2σi

)]
, (2)

the parameter µi is expected to be roughly independent of energy, with the value of zMoon;
however, to allow an effective better fitting, this parameter has been left free. The results of
the fitting procedure are exemplified at the top of Figure 3 in three energy bins. A good fit
with χ2/d.o.f. ∼ 1 has been obtained in every energy bin. The model based on Equation (2)
with the regularized parameters as a function of energy is shown at the bottom of Figure 3.
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Figure 3. On the top, the distribution of z̃ for three energy bins: 0.32–0.40 TeV in green, 3.2–4.0 TeV
in blue, 32–40 TeV in red, as obtained from the simulation. Three fits, with the effective model of
Equation (2), are superimposed. The fits have χ2/d.o.f. of 1.07, 1.31, and 1.58, respectively. On the
bottom is displayed the overall model that was obtained from the regularization of the parameters of
the bin-by-bin fit as a function of energy.

The behavior of the distributions in Figure 3 can be understood by noticing that the
z̃ resolution is the sum of the angular resolution plus the effect of the energy resolution
that smears the deflection angle determination. In particular, above 10 TeV, the Moon’s
shadow becomes more defined and energy-independent since, in this range, the deflection
is negligible with respect to the angular resolution. At low energies, the deflection becomes
large up to tens of degrees, and the uncertainty regarding the energy causes a large angular
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uncertainty for the evaluation of the deflection; this causes a flattening of the z̃ distribution.
In these two extreme cases, the dependency on energy is weak, but, around TeV, the z̃
distribution changes rapidly as a function of the energy. In this region, we should globally
have some sensitivity to the energy scale from the observed z̃.

To understand how z̃ behaves as a function of a possible energy bias k, the parametriza-
tion procedure has been repeated, introducing in the simulation different biases on the
energy scale in a range between 0.7 and 1.3. The estimated distributions of z̃ for each
bias k are then studied employing the functional form provided in Equation (2), and the
obtained fits are qualitatively similar to the ones of Figure 3. For each energy bin i, the µi
and σi obtained for each different scale factor k are regularized as a function of k, obtaining
the functions µi(k) and σi(k). Eventually, the distribution of z̃ as a function of k in each
measured energy bin, fi(z̃; k), is obtained.

4. Results

To understand the detection of the Moon’s shadow with our test device, a realistic
simulation of 5-year data acquisition has been developed following the recipe described in
Section 2. Globally, 400 million protons have been generated between 100 GeV and 100 TeV
following the energy spectrum described in Ref. [40]. For each i-th reconstructed energy
bin and j-th z̃ bin, the observed number of events is Nobs

ij . The expected number of events
that can be constructed from the Moon’s shadow parameterization described in Section 3 is
provided in

Nexp
ij (k) =

∫ z̃j+∆z̃j
z̃j

fi(z; k)dz∫ zmax
0 fi(z; k)dz ∑

j
Nobs

ij . (3)

The top picture of Figure 4 shows an example of the observed number of events and
the expected ones for different values of the energy scale parameter k in a single energy bin
between 1.00 and 1.26 TeV.

It is possible to create a global likelihood to measure the discrepancy between the
observed number of events and the expected ones at all energies:

−2 logL(k) = −2 ∑
i

∑
j

(
Nobs

ij log Nexp
ij (k) + Nexp

ij (k)
)
+ C, (4)

this negative log-likelihood can be minimized to derive the best energy scale factor k̂.
At the bottom of Figure 4 is presented the dependence of the log-likelihood as a

function of the energy scale k. The distribution leads to the result k̂ = 0.99+0.10
−0.12. The use of

a 5-year dataset allows us to measure the energy scale with the Moon’s shadow with 10%
accuracy, which is also the minimum detectable scale mis-calibration.

To check for possible systematic effects, several tests have been performed:

• Parameterization: possible biases due to parametrization of fi(z̃; k) have been checked
by applying the minimization procedure on the same samples used to create the
parametrization. Given the large statistics employed, the likelihood is conveniently
approximated by χ2. For any employed sample, the estimated k̂ from the χ2 minimiza-
tion is in agreement with k within a percent.

• Energy Scale: the log-likelihood procedure has been tested with the 5-year synthetic
data introducing different energy shifts s from 0.8 to 1.2, and applying to those
samples the same minimization procedure described above. The result is exemplified
in Figure 4, where the likelihood profile enables estimating k̂ for two samples with
s = 0.8 and s = 1.2. The corresponding estimated k̂ values are, respectively, 0.84+0.09

−0.07
and 1.22+0.08

−0.08, in agreement with the imposed energy scale offsets.
• Spectral Shape: to check for a possible systematic effect due to the cosmic ray proton

spectrum knowledge, data used to create the Moon’s shadow parametrization have
been weighted using a simple power law with index −2.7. The resulting likelihood
function has been used to test the synthetic 5-year sample used before and generated
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following Lipari’s double-break spectral shape. The scale factor has been measured
being k̂ = 0.99+0.10

−0.15, with no sizeable impact coming from the different weighting.
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Figure 4. In the figure on the top is displayed the number of observed counts Nobs in the energy bin
between 1 and 1.26 TeV compared with the expected number of counts Nexp derived for 3 values
of energy scale bias, 0.8 (red), 1 (black), and 1.2 (green). On the bottom is presented the likelihood
as a function of the energy scale k. In black is presented the dependency from k when no energy
scale offset has been applied to the observed measurements, while in green and red are presented the
likelihood dependencies in the case of two applied shifts of 0.8 and 1.2.

5. Discussion

The CR Moon’s shadow position and shape depend on the cosmic ray charge, energy,
and arrival direction and on the position of the measuring device, as well as on its angular
and energetic resolution. In the case of our test device, the energy dependence of the Moon
shadow can be used to measure the energy scale at the TeV scale. At higher energies, the
effect is washed out since deflection becomes negligible with respect to angular resolution
and the statistics become small. At low energy, the Moon’s shadow becomes too shallow
because of the energy resolution effect. In our simulation, the effect has been demonstrated
to be sizeable and provided a positive result.

As stated in the introduction, while there is ample literature about the CR Moon’s
shadow use for pointing accuracy estimation and for matter-to-anti-matter distinction in
indirect CR measurements [2–11,13–17,19,21–23], there is very little literature about the use
of it for the energy scale determination or about the observation of the CR Moon’s shadow
with CR direct measurement experiments. This is because EAS experiments often study
energies so high that there is no significant deflection to be exploited for our purposes, and,
conversely, the direct CR measurement experiments study energies that are so low that the
uncertainties in the Moon’s position reconstruction dominate. Therefore, in this regard, this
publication is exploring new possibilities that have been unveiled with the proposal of a
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new generation of CR direct measuring devices [27–29], with very ambitious goals in terms
of energy reach and statistics collected.

We must remark that the results obtained are under the hypothesis of perfect knowledge
of angular and energy resolution. In a more realistic case, those quantities may not be
known. Deviations in the understanding of resolutions may cause biases in the energy
scale evaluation. Various possibilities to understand the energy scale dependency from
the resolution can be explored in future work: (a) studying the angular resolution using
high-energy samples; (b) introducing the dependencies from variable angular and energy
resolutions in the parameterization of the likelihood.

Another possible extension of the work may result from a better description of Earth’s
magnetic field. As discussed in Section 2, the employed IGRF-13 model describes what is
known as the internal magnetic field of Earth. A weaker component, known as the external
field, is produced by electrical currents in the ionosphere and can be dependent on solar
activity that can have rapid variations in time. The external component is not included in
our calculation since it significantly increases the computation time needed to perform the
simulation. We expect a minor impact from this additional field on the deflection angle;
however, in the case of application to real data, the external field should be included.

We remark that this work can be extended significantly by also employing the CR
Sun’s shadow. The Sun has roughly the same radial diameter of the Moon as observed from
Earth’s vicinity. The use of the Sun should approximately double the statistics available
for the energy scale determination. However, a model of the interplanetary magnetic
field between Earth and the Sun should be included and the computation investigated in
more detail.

Eventually including other cosmic ray species in the study of the Moon’s shadow
is also of interest. Helium nuclei are quite abundant and exhibit much larger deflection
than protons. The use of electrons instead could enable the study of the electromagnetic
energy scale.

Other interesting extensions of this work may include the study of the energy scale
time variation or its dependency on energy using restricted samples in time and energy.
However, statistics is a main concern for those analyses, and only large energy scale
variations with respect to the average can be detected.

6. Conclusions

The CR Moon’s shadow has been employed to study the pointing accuracy, angular
resolution, and derive antiproton-to-proton limits in CRs with ground and underground
detectors measuring CRs indirectly. In this work, a simulation of a next-generation CR
detector in low Earth orbit, similar to the wide-field-of-view calorimetric mission HERD,
has been made to look for the Moon’s shadow in CR directly from space. HERD is a
large-field-of-view calorimeter whose purpose is to measure CR directly up to the knee. It
has been estimated that, with a 5-year mission, it will be possible to observe the Moon’s
shadow in CRs with a HERD-like instrument and establish the energy scale for protons
at the TeV scale at a 10% level. In general, this result demonstrates the feasibility of using
the CR Moon’s shadow for calibrating the proton absolute energy scale at the TeV scale for
calorimetric space missions measuring CRs directly.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used extensively in this manuscript:

ASI Agenzia Spaziale Italiana (Italian Space Agency)
CALO HERD calorimeter
CR Cosmic ray
CSS Chinese Space Station
EAS Extensive air showers
HERD High-energy cosmic radiation detection
IACT Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescope
IGRF International Geomagnetic Reference Field
INFN Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare (Italian National Institute of Nuclear Physics)
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